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ARISE Stool

ARISE Stool is the extra seat you can pull out when people drop in; the stool you step on to reach the top shelf; the side table you use when you need to drop stuff; it's the flexible seating solution with chair-like qualities that makes those who own it wonder how they ever lived without it.

A stool with chair-like qualities, it’s as suited to adults – who can sit comfortably resting one foot on the step – as to children, who use it to climb on, play at or sit on as an attached table and chair.

Though obviously functional, ARISE Stool’s construction of two stacked steps also shows its playful side. It has a graphic expression that’s solid yet light, thanks to its combination of solid oak material and softly rounded edges.

### Dimensions

- ARISE Stool
  - H 460mm | L 480mm | D 400mm

### Materials

- FRAME – Solid European oak finished with natural-coloured hardening oil / solid European oak with coloured surface polyurethane lacquering in black / light grey / ultramarine blue.

- SEAT + STEP – Solid European oak finished with natural-coloured hardening oil / solid European oak with coloured surface polyurethane lacquering in black, light grey, ultramarine blue.

### Made to order

Alternative colour versions of ARISE Bench to those in the standard collection can be made to order for projects. Please contact us by email or phone.

### Delivery

Estimated lead time – 6-8 weeks. Please inquire for stock availability.
ARISE Stool

VARIANTS

NATURAL
BLACK
ULTRAMARINE BLUE
GREY
ARISE Stool

VARIANTS

NATURAL
BLACK
ULTRAMARINE BLUE
GREY

NATURAL
— Item No. 12000
MATERIAL — Solid oak
COLOUR — Natural-coloured hardening oil

BLACK
— Item No. 12001
MATERIAL — Solid oak
COLOUR — Black polyurethane lacquer

ULTRAMARINE BLUE
— Item No. 12002
MATERIAL — Solid oak
COLOUR — Ultramarine blue polyurethane lacquer

GREY
— Item No. 12004
MATERIAL — Solid Oak
COLOUR — Grey polyurethane lacquer
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